Smoke over Sydney: Welcome to the Autumn of the Future
by Peter Hannam
May 21, 2016 - Tired of the seemingly endless bushfire haze over the city this autumn?  Better get used to it.
Autumn is typically when NSW authorities step up prescribed burning, to reduce fuel loads in forests and cut the threat from wild fires when temperatures climb again ahead of summer.
Climate and fire experts say the longer-term trends point to a lengthening bushfire season.  Early signs suggest autumn and perhaps even winter will take a larger share of the controlled burning.
As it stands, 53% of hazard reduction burning by area already takes place in autumn, Rob Rogers, deputy commissioner of the Rural Fire Service, said.  After a couple of damp autumns - particularly last year's - conditions this year have been favorable for controlled fires.
Sydney-siders and many others in NSW have had to cope with the resultant poor air quality.
East of the Great Dividing Range has barely had any rain this month, which is also one reason why conditions have been so abnormally warm, said Agata Imielska, a senior climatologist at the Bureau of Meteorology.  Sydney's daytime temperatures have been running almost 5°C above average.
Ahead of the weekend, more than a dozen fires around Sydney were burning, with a similar number to be lit on Saturday, Mr Rogers said.
While coastal areas can expect some relief from the smoke, "certainly, western Sydney should have some impact", Mr Rogers said.  "Expect smoke up to the Hunter, and way down south, and in the Sydney Basin."
Ross Bradstock, a bushfire expert from the University of Wollongong, says authorities "are going for broke now,” to get as much burnt after "quite erratic" weather last spring also hampered burning-off.
Professor Bradstock and a colleague Hamish Clarke are preparing research into whether future prescribed burning will have to be concentrated more in the autumn.  "As a general rule, the hazard-reduction burning season may be forced more into autumn and winter," Professor Bradstock said.  He added they don't have a definitive answer yet.  "Spring has always been more problematic, as you can still get strong cold-front activity," he said.  Stronger westerlies associated with the fronts can make it easier for fires to get out of control.
Dr Clarke, who splits his time between the University of Wollongong and Western Sydney University, said the precise impact of climate change on burn-off season is not yet clear.  But he adds: "If you see it moving in one direction rather than the other, then that would logically push your burning until after the peak season, rather than before it."  He said, "You may lose windows at one point of the year, but you may gain them at another.”
The Bureau of Meteorology and CSIRO's State of the Climate reports also indicate autumn may be the more favorable time for burning off, in south-eastern Australia in the future.  Temperature-wise, the warming trend is roughly the same for both autumn and spring in this part of Australia.
The 2014 report noted, though, that there has been a detected drop in rainfall across southern Australia during the cooler half of the year.  The reduction is in the order of 10-20%.  "Autumn and early winter rainfall has mostly been below average in the southeast since 1990," it said.
For Sydney, the April-June period is typically the wettest time of the year - or it used to be.  A drying out of those months would give fire crews the time to light more of the large fires that already feature in the autumn plans.
Richard Thornton, chief executive of the Bushfire and Natural Hazards Cooperative Research Centre, said authorities are going to have to adjust their strategies elsewhere too.
"We know that fire seasons are getting longer in Australia, and that will continue to put pressures on hazard reduction programs, not just in New South Wales, but all across the country," he said. 
"Research also tells us that hazard-reduction burning is an important mitigation tool to reduce the intensity of bushfires.  And increased levels of smoke will have to be part of our way of life, if we are truly to meet the desired outcomes of increased mitigation." 
In other words, autumn may become as recognized for the smoke as the changing colors of the leaves.
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